Image compression is a fundamental research field due to its significant influence on transmission and storage. Many well-known image compression standards have been developed and widely used for many decades. Recently, learned compression methods exhibit a fast development trend with promising results. However, there is still a performance gap between learned compression algorithms and reigning compression standards, especially in terms of widely used PSNR metric. In this paper, we explore the remaining redundancy of recent learned compression algorithms. We have found accurate entropy models for rate estimation largely affect the optimization of network parameters and thus affect the rate-distortion performance. Therefore, in this paper, we propose to use discretized Gaussian Mixture Likelihoods to parameterize the distributions of latent codes, which can achieve a more accurate and flexible entropy model. Besides, we take advantage of recent attention modules and incorporate them into the network architecture to enhance the performance. Experimental results demonstrate our proposed method achieves a state-of-theart performance compared to existing learned compression methods on both Kodak and high-resolution datasets. To our knowledge our approach is the first work to achieve comparable performance with latest compression standard Versatile Video Coding (VVC) regarding PSNR. More importantly, our approach can generate more visually pleasant results when optimized by MS-SSIM.
Introduction
Image compression is an important and fundamental research topic in the field of signal processing for many decades to achieve efficient image transmission and storage. Classical image compression standards, such as JPEG [1] , JPEG2000 [2] , HEVC/H.265 [3] and ongoing Versatile Video Coding (VVC) [4] which will be the next generation compression standard expected by the end of 2020. Typically they rely on hand-crafted creativity to present modulebased encoder/decoder (codec) block diagrams. They use fixed transform matrix, intra prediction, quantization, context adaptive arithmetic coders and various de-blocking or loop filters to reduce spatial redundancy to improve the coding efficiency. The standardization of a conventional codec has historically spanned several years. Along with the fast development of new image formats and the proliferation of high-resolution mobile devices, existing image compression standards are not expected to be an optimal and general solutions for all kinds of image contents.
Recently, we have seen a great surge of deep learning based image compression approaches utilizing autoencoder architecture [5] , which have achieved a great success with promising results. The development of previous learning based compression models have spanned several years and have many related works. In the early stage, some works are proposed to deal with non-differential quantization and rate estimation to make end-to-end training possible, such as [6, 7, 8] . After that, some works focus on the design of network structure, which is able to extract more compact and efficient latent representation and to reconstruct high-quality images from compressed features. For instance, some works [9, 10, 11] use recurrent neural networks to compress the residual information recursively, but they mainly relied on binary representation at each iteration to achieve scalable coding for image compression. Some approaches [12, 13, 14] use generative models to learn the distribution of images using adversarial training to achieve better subjective quality at extremely low bit rate. Some approaches include a content-weighted strategy [15] or de-correlating different channels using principle component analysis [16] , or consider energy compaction [17] , or use deep residual units to enhance the network architecture [18] . Recently, several studies investigate the adaptive context model for entropy estimation to navigate the optimization process of neural network parameters to achieve best tradeoff between reconstruction errors and required bits (entropy), including [19, 20, 21, 22] . Entropy estimation techniques have greatly empowered the learned compression algorithms, and the most representative methods are hyperprior model and joint model. However, there is still a gap between the estimated distribution and true marginal distribution of latent representation.
In this paper, our main contribution is to present a more accurate and flexible entropy model by leveraging discretized Gaussian mixture likelihoods. We visualize the spatial redundancy of compressed codes from recent learned compression techniques. Motivated from it, we propose to use discretized Gaussian mixture likelihoods to parameterize the distributions, which removes remaining redundancy to achieve accurate entropy model, and thus directly lead to fewer required encoding bits. Besides, we adopt a simplified version of attention module into our network architecture. Attention module can make learned models pay more attention to complex regions to improve our coding performance with moderate training complexity.
Experimental results demonstrate our proposed method leads to the state-of-the-art performance on both PSNR and MS-SSIM quality metrics, in comparison with classical image compression standards HEVC, JPEG2000, JPEG and existing deep learning based compression approaches. To our knowledge, we are the first work to reach very close performance with ongoing versatile video coding test model VTM 5.2 with intra profile in terms of PSNR. Moreover, our method produces visually pleasant reconstructed images when optimizing by MS-SSIM as Fig. 1 .
Related Work
Hand-crafted Compression Existing image compression standards, such as JPEG [1] , JPEG2000 [2] , HEVC [3] and VVC [4] , reply on hand-crafted module design individually.
Specifically, these modules include intra prediction, discrete cosine transform or wavelet transform, quantization, and entropy coder such as Huffman coder or content adaptive binary arithmetic coder (CABAC). They design each module with multiple modes and conduct the rate-distortion optimization to determine the best mode. Especially, VVC [4] supports larger coding unit, more prediction modes, more transform types and other coding tools. Besides, along with the development of classical compression algorithms, some hybrid methods have been proposed, by taking advantage of both conventional compression algorithms and latest learned super resolution approaches, such as [23] . Learned Compression Various appraoches has been investigated for end-to-end image compression. Recently, the notable approaches are context-adaptive entropy models for learned image compression [19, 20, 21] to achieve superior performance among all the learned codecs. The work [19] proposed a hyperprior to add additional bits to model the entropy model. The work [20] jointly combine an autoregressive mask convolution and the hyperprior. The work [21] proposed a quite similar idea by considering two types of contexts, bit-consuming contexts (that is, hyperprior) and bit-free contexts (that is, autoregressive model) to realize a context-adaptive entropy model. Our method are based on the development of these recent entropy model techniques to further improve the performance. Parameterized Model Some image generation studies have investigated several parameterized distribution models. For instance, standard PixelCNN [24] uses full 256way softmax likelihoods, but they are extremely memoryconsuming. To address this problem, PixelCNN++ [25] proposed a discretized logistic mixture likelihoods to achieve faster training. Learned lossless image compression work L3C [26] followed the PixelCNN++ to use a logistic mixture model. These works are basically used to estimate the likelihoods of 8-bit pixel values with fixed range of [0, 255]. However, in learned image compression task, few studies explore the effect of parameterized distribution models.
Proposed Method

Formulation of Learned Compression Models
In the transform coding approach [27] , image compression can be formulated by (as Fig. 2(a) )
where x,x, y, andŷ are raw images, reconstructed images, a latent presentation before quantization, and compressed codes, respectively. φ and θ are optimized parameters of analysis and synthesis transforms. U |Q represents the quantization and entropy coding. During the training, the quantization is approximated by a uniform noise U(− 1 2 , 1 2 ) to generate noisy codesỹ. During the inference, U |Q represents real round-based quantization to generateŷ and followed entropy coders to generate the bitstream. To simplify, we useŷ to denoteỹ|ŷ. If a probability model pŷ(ŷ) is given, entropy coding techniques, such as arithmetic coding [28] , can losslessly compress the quantized codes. Besides, arithmetic coder are a near-optimal entropy coder, which makes it feasible to use the entropy of y as the rate estimation during the training. In the baseline architecture, the marginal distribution of latent y is unknown and no additional bits are available to estimate pŷ(ŷ). Typically a non-adaptive density model is used and shared between encoder and decoder, also called factorized prior.
In the work [19] , Ballé proposed a hyperprior, by introducing a side information z to capture spatial dependencies among the elements of y, formulated by (as Fig. 2 
where h a and h s denote the analysis and synthesis transforms in the auxiliary autoencoder, where φ h and θ h are optimized parameters. pŷ |ẑ (ŷ|ẑ) are estimated distributions conditioned onẑ. For instance, the work [19] parameterized a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with scale parameters σ 2 = h s (ẑ; θ h ) to estimate pŷ |ẑ (ŷ|ẑ).
Following that, an enhanced work [20] proposed a more accurate entropy model, which jointly utilize an autoregressive context model (denoted as C m in Fig. 2(c) ) and a mean and scale hyperprior. The work [21] also proposed a similar idea. The operational diagram is explained in Fig. 2(c) .
Learned image compression is a Lagrangian multiplierbased rate-distortion optimization. The loss function is
where λ controls the rate-distortion tradeoff. Different λ values are corresponding to different bit rates. D(x,x) denotes the distortion term. There is no prior forẑ, so a factorized density model ψ is used to encodeẑ as
where z i denotes the i-th element of z, and i specifies to the position of each element or each signal. The remaining part is how to model the pŷ(ŷ|ẑ) accurately.
Discretized Gaussian Mixture Likelihoods
Whether the parameterized distribution model fits the marginal distribution ofŷ is a significant factor for the entropy model, thus affecting rate-distortion performance. Lots of efforts have been conducted to model the conditional probability distribution pŷ(ŷ|ẑ) after decodingẑ. Ballé work [19] firstly assumed a univariate Gaussian distribution model for the hyperprior, that is,
The improved work [20] extended a scale hyperprior to a mean and scale Gaussian distribution, that is,
and combine with a autoregressive model, denoted as Joint.
To illustrate how entropy models work, we visualize different entropy models in Fig. 3 with the same network architecture. We only depict the channel with the highest entropy. The first rows visualizes the mean and scale Hyper-Prior. The 1-st column is the quantized codesŷ. The second and third columns are the predicted mean µ and scale σ. The 4-th column is normalized values, calculate byŷ −µ σ . It is used to visualize the extent of remaining redundancy which is not captured by entropy models. The 5-th column visualizes the Required bits for each element for encoding, which is calculated as (− log 2 (pŷ |ẑ (ŷ|ẑ))), which uses predicted distribution models. Figure 3 : Visualization of different entropy models for the channel with the highest entropy using kodim21 from Kodak dataset as an example. It shows our approach provides a more flexible parameterized distribution models with smaller scale parameters and better spatial redundancy reduction, which directly results to a more accurate entropy model and fewer bits.
Typically, predicted mean µ is close toŷ. Complex regions have large σ, requiring more bits for encoding. Instead, smooth regions have smaller σ, resulting to fewer bits for encoding. HyperPrior still has spatial redundancy remaining in simple regions, such as sky of kodim21. Similarly, we visualize the Joint entropy model. Compared with HyperPrior, Joint removes more structures for normalized values by adding the autoregressive model, which is implemented by a 5 × 5 mask convolution, to capture the correlation with neighboring elements.
However, Joint entropy model is not perfect, because some spatial redundancy is still observed in the 2-nd row, the 4-th column of Fig. 3 . Although neighboring elements have already served as the input of context models, parameterized distributions cannot represent well to fully utilize the contexts and information from neighboring elements and additional bitsẑ. It might be limited by fixed shape of single Gaussian distribution. This motivates us to consider more flexible parameterized models to achieve arbitrary likelihoods. Therefore, we propose the Gaussian mix-ture model, i.e.
Eq.(7) usually refers to continuous values, butŷ is discretevalued after quantization. Inspiring by [25] , we propose to use discretized Gaussian mixture likelihoods. The reason why we did not use Logistic mixture likelihoods, because Gaussian achieves slightly better performance than logistic [20] . Then the entropy model is formulated as
where i specifies the location in feature maps. For example, y i denotes the i-th element of y and µ i denotes the i-th el- The visualization of our approach is shown as the last three rows in Fig. 3 . We use K = 3 in our experiments. Different from the above two rows, the 5-th column shows the weights w (k) i for each element and each mixture. Although each mixture still remains some spatial redundancy as shown in the 4-th column in some parts, mixture model can adjust weights to different mixtures and different regions. For instance, the mixture k = 1 has some redundancy in the sky as shown in the 4-th row and 4-th column, but the weights of this mixture for the sky are very small. The mixture k = 2 remains some redundancy in the while tower as shown in the 5-th row and 4-th column, and mixture model also assigns small weights to the tower regions as shown in the 5-th row and 5-th column. Besides, the scales of our approach are smaller than Joint and Hyperprior, which demonstrates our entropy model is more accurate, thus directly resulting to fewer bits. Required bits at the 5-th row and 1-st column visualizes the required bits of our approach for encoding, which is calculated by (− log 2 (pŷ |ẑ (ŷ i |ẑ))). Required bits of our approach is fewer than Joint as Table 1 and visualized in Fig. 3 . All the models are trained with λ = 0.015 with the same network architecture. The Gaussian mixture model can achieve better performance because it selects K most probable values and assign small scale (i.e. high likelihoods) to them. Somehow for each element, are learnable during the training. Therefore, our method is a flexible and accurate entropy model, and operation diagram is shown as Fig. 2(d) . 
Network Architecture
Our network architecture has a similar structure as [18] in Fig. 4 . We use residual blocks to increase large receptive field and improve the rate-distortion performance. Decoder side uses subpixel convolution instead of transposed convolution as upsampling units to keep more details. N denotes the number of channels and represents the model capacity.
We use Gaussian mixture model, thus requiring 3 × N × K channels for the output of auxiliary autoencoder.
Furthermore, recent works use attention module to improve the performance for image restoration [29] and compression [30] . The proposed attention module is illustrated in Fig. 5(a) , but very time-consuming for training. We simplify this module by removing the non local block, because the deep residual blocks can already capture very large receptive field in our network architecture. The loss and training time comparison is given by Table 2 , where this loss is trained after 16 epoches. Simplified attention module is shown in Fig. 5(b) and can also reduce the loss with moderate complexity. Attention module can help the networks to pay more attention to challenging parts and reduce the bits of simple parts. Then we insert simplified attention module into encoder-decoder network as Fig. 4 .
Implementation Details
Training Details For training, we used a subset of Ima-geNet database [31] , and cropped them into 13830 samples with the size of 256 × 256. To train our image compression models, the model was optimized using Adam [32] with a batch size of 8. The learning rate was maintained at a fixed value of 1 × 10 −4 during the training process, and was reduced to 1 × 10 −5 for the last 80k iterations.
We optimized our models using two quality metrics, i.e. mean square error (MSE) and MS-SSIM. When optimized by MSE, λ belongs to the set {0.0016, 0.0032, 0.0075, 0.015, 0.03, 0.045}. N is set as 128 for three lower-rate models, and is set as 192 for three higher rate models. To achieve high subjective quality, we also train the model using MS-SSIM quality metrics [33] and then distortion term is defined by D(x,x) = 1−MS-SSIM(x,x). When optimized by MS-SSIM, λ is in the set {3, 12, 40, 120}. N is set as 128 for two lower-rate models, and is set as 192 for the two higher-rate models. Each model was trained up to 10 6 iterations for each λ to achieve stable performance.
Evaluation For comparison, we tested commonly used Kodak lossless image database [34] with 24 uncompressed 768 × 512 images. To validate the robustness of our proposed method, we also tested our proposed method using CVPR workshop CLIC professional validation dataset [35] with 41 high resolution and high quality images.
To evaluate the rate-distortion performance, the rate is measured by bits per pixel (bpp), and the quality is measured by either PSNR or MS-SSIM, corresponding to optimized distortion metrics. The rate-distortion (RD) curves are drawn to demonstrate their coding efficiency. Traditional Codecs For VVC and HEVC, we used the official test model VTM 5.2 (accessed on July 2019) [36] with intra profile and BPG software [37] to test the performance. For both of them, we used non-default YUV444 format as the configuration, because it prevents the color component loss during color space conversion. We used official test model OpenJPEG [38] with default configuration Y U V 420 to represent the performance of JPEG2000. For JPEG compression, we use PIL library [39] .
Experiments
Ablation Study
In order to show the effectiveness of our proposed Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and simplified attention module, we test them with different model capacity, i.e. N =128, and N =192. These models are optimized by MSE with λ = 0.015. The loss curves are shown in Fig. 6(a) Fig. 6(c) . The asymptotic loss curves shows along with the increase of training iterations, the effectiveness of our proposed approaches become strong. The corresponding ratedistortion points are depicted in Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 6(d) , to show the coding gain of proposed approaches. It can be observed our proposed approaches can improve the ratedistortion performance regardless of the model capacity.
Besides, GMM works better on 192 filters than 128 filters, probably because 192 filters have large model capacity, so easily resulting more remaining spatial redundancy, and our proposed Gaussian mixture likelihoods can capture them effectively to reduce the bits.
Rate-distortion Performance
The rate-distortion performance on Kodak dataset is shown in Fig. 7 .
MS-SSIM is converted to decibels (−10 log 10 (1−MS-SSIM)) to illustrate the difference clearly. We compare our method with well-known compression standards, and recent neural network-based learned compression methods, including the works of Ballé et al. [19] , Minnen et al. [20] and Lee et al. [21] . RD curves of [21] are from their released source code 1 . RD points of [19] and [20] are obtained by contacting corresponding authors. Regarding PSNR, our method yields a competitive results with VVC and achieves better coding performance than previous deep learning based methods. To our knowledge, our approach is the first work to achieve comparable PSNR with VVC. Regarding MS-SSIM, our method achieves state-of-the-art performance among all the related works. Fig. 8 shows the comparison results with JPEG, JPEG2000, HEVC, VVC and the work of Lee et al. [21] on CLIC validation dataset. Regarding PSNR, our approach outperforms all the other codecs, except for VVC. This performance gap might be resulted from small size of training patches. Regarding MS-SSIM, our approaches significantly outperform all the codecs. It shows our method also works for high resolution images.
Qualitative Results
To demonstrate our method can generate more visually pleasant results, we visualize some reconstructed images for qualitative performance comparison. Fig. 1 shows reconstructed images kodim04 with approximately 0.10 bpp and a compression ratio of 240:1. More details are kept for our method optimized by MS-SSIM, and the hair appears much more natural than other codecs. Our method optimized by MSE achieves comparable results with VVC, and outperform HEVC, JPEG2000, JPEG. Fig. 9 shows reconstructed images kodim07 with approximately 0.10 bpp and a compression ratio of 240:1. Our proposed method optimized by MS-SSIM generates more visually pleasant results, as shown by enlarged brick wall and red flowers. Our model optimized by MSE is slightly worse than VVC, but better than HEVC, JPEG2000 and JPEG. Fig. 10 shows reconstructed images kodim21 with approximately 0.12 bpp and a compression ratio of 200:1. The shape of cloud is well preserved in our proposed method optimized by MS-SSIM. Our proposed method optimized by MSE achieves comparable quality with VVC. For the other three codecs, i.e. HEVC, JPEG2000 and JPEG, clear artifacts and blocking effect appeared. More subjective quality results are visualized in supplementary materials.
Conclusion
We propose a learned image compression approach using a discretized Gaussian mixture likelihoods and attention modules. By exploring the remaining redundancy of recent learned compression techniques, we have found single parameterized model can not achieve arbitrary likelihoods, limiting the accuracy of entropy models. Therefore, we use a discretized Gaussian Mixture Likelihoods to achieve a more flexible and accurate entropy model to enhance the performance. Besides, we utilize a simplified attention module with moderate complexity in our network architecture to achieve high coding efficiency.
Experimental results validate our proposed method achieves a state-of-the-art performance compared to existing learned compression methods and coding standards including HEVC, JPEG2000, JPEG. Besides, we achieve comparable performance with next-generation compression standard VVC for PSNR. The visual quality of our trained models using MS-SSIM outperforms existing methods.
Supplementary materials will be released soon. 
